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HMMs. It can be employed in several areas, for
example the approximation of HMMs by HMMs
which have a lesser number of states. However,
there is no simple way of calculating the KL number between discrete-time HMMs which have a-6nite nnmber of states and outputs, except by simulations, as is discussed in [5].

,I bstract
Streit in [I] conjectured that the expected d u e
of the logarithms of the output sequence probebilities of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) can
be calculated from the integer moments of these
output sequence probabilities. Assuming the conjecture to be valid, we can show how to cdculate a probabilistic distance, the Kullback-Leibler
iKL) number, between Hidden Markov Models in
a simple way from their parameters. Since the
correctness of the conjecture of Streit is dBcult
to check for general BMMs, it is specialized to the
case of Bernoulli processes, 'and the conjecture is
shown to be incorrect. Using the Central Limit
Theorem, the conjecture can be modiied and vericed to-be correct for Bernoulli processes such that
:he KL nnmber for Bernoulli processes can be easily calculated indirectly. Unfortunately the extension of the calculation of the KL number between
two general HMMs using the modified conjecture
is still computationally very diEicult, nevertheless
:he results indicate that there may be an indirect
of calculating the KL number between HMMs.
! Introduction
?he Kullback-Leibler (KL) number known in the
!itcrature also as the discrimination information,
:he directed divergence or the I-divergence, is a
'scful tool in statisties [2] and signal process(e.g. 131) as a probabilistic distance between
'"Jchastic processes. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)
?Ve wide applications [4] and it is desirable to
':nd a simple formula for the KL number between

In [I],Streit made the observation that the logarithms of the output sequence probabilities of
EMMs are approximately Gaussian. Based on
this observation, he conjectured that the expected
value of the logarithms of the output sequence
probabities of HMMs can be calculated from the
integer moments of these output sequence probabilities, in a manner described .below. If his conjecture is true, then, as we show in the next section,
it can be used to calculate the KL number between
HMMs using a simple formula. Thus it is important to check the correctness of this conjecture,
which in turn depends on a second conjecture with
a Central Limit Theorem flavour. This second
conjecture has also not been proven in the literature. In the third section, iu order to check the correctness of the main conjecture it is specialized to
Bernoulli processes where Central L i t Theorem
ideas are applicable and it is shown that Streit's
conjecture needs modification. The fourth section
is devoted to the modiication of Streit's conjecture so that the KL number between Bernoulli processes can be calculated indirectly. Although the
extension of this modification to general HMMs is
computationally difficult, it is still important to
show the possible existence of an indirect way of
calculating the KL number between BMMs.
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conjecture made in [I]is true. For this purpose
we will restate the results of the asymptotic analysis of Streit's algorithm to calculate the integer
moments of output sequence probabilities, which
is given in 161.

A discrete-time Hidden Markov Mode1 which
has a finite state set S = 1,. ,N) and a finite
output set 0 = (1,. ,M ean be parametrized
by X = (A,B,II) where the entries of the state
transition probabiity matrix A are given by

\
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Here X(t) for t = 1,2,. denotes the state of the
HMM at time t. The output probabity matrix
B = [ 6 k r j M x ~ is deiined by

probabiity measurea of these WBMs on the set of
a i l output sequences of length T , is defined by

\ +=a

Else

(2.6)
where P; and Pj are the probability measures defined by the parameters of the HMM Xi and Xj, respectively. Here Ei is the expectation with respeet
to the probability measure Pi and Pj << P.,means
the probability measure Pj is absolutely continuous with respect to Pi. A suffiaent condition for
absolute continuity is that A(Q,AG), ~ ( ' 7and BW
are all positive matricw. In fact,the KL number
IT(XillXj)can be expressed as the difference between the entropy, HT(X~),
of the HMM X i and
the relative entropy,
( Xi), of the HMM X j
with respect to the HMM as

ii

..

'where O(t) for f = 1,2,. is the output of the
HMM at time t. The initial state probabiity vector II = [G]I~Nis given by

If the state transition probability mat& A is
irreducible, then the asymptotic behaviour of the
BMbiI can be analysed by seleding the initial state
probabiity vector I1 as the left eigenvector of A
corresponding to the eigenwlne 1 such that the
entries of 11 add to 1.

...

Given an outputsequence OT = ( 0 ( 1 ) , ,O ( T ) )
such that O ( t ) 1,.. . , M for t t 1,...,T, the
probability of this output sequence using the pmbability measure P ( ~ ) (defined
-)
by the parameters
of the HMM X = (A,B,II) which has N states
and M outputs on the set of all output sequences
of length T, can be calcdated as

<

where AN is a N dimensional row vector of ones,
denotes the transpose of (.), and B(O(t))is a
diagonal matrix defined by

(.s

For the sake of simplicity, the superscript (T)
will be dropped in P(=)(.)in the following sections.
Given two HMMs Xi = ( ~ ( ~B 1( ~, ) , and
X j = ( d ( j )B, ( ~ ) , I I ( ~which
))
have the same output set 0, and which have Ni and Nj states, respectively, the KL number IT(XijlXj)between the
'

where the' entropy, HT(X~),
and the relative entropy, HT(% I Xi), are given by

The asymptotic KL number between. HMMs Xi
and X j per sample, which we will simply d the
asymptotic KL number, I(Xi((Xj)is defined by
. .
= -H(Xi) + H(Xj ( Xi) (2.11)

where the entropy rate of the HMM Xi , E(Xi) is
given by

-T

= lim 1 pi(&)
T-m

as. Pi (2.13)

where a.s. Pi means almost sure convergence with
respect to the probability measure PI:.Here (2.13)
is known as the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman Thiorem and also as the Asymptotic Equipartition
Property (AEP) 171. The relative entropy rate of
the HMM X j with respect to the HMM Xi is given.
by

H(Xj [ X i ) = lim ZT(%
T-m
T

I Xi)

(2.14)

&ere a sufficient condition for the-limit in.(2.15)
to eAst is that-the matrices ~ ( ' 7 , ~ t i B(i)
l ; and
gti) are positive matrices, as shown in [a]:

If the matrices.A@),AU), B(~)and B ~ sre
) positive matrices, then, as shown in [6], the moments
Mji(k, T) can be approximated as

In [I],Streit observed that the random variables
log(P,(O~))and log(Pj(0~)) ~ s ~ m ~ t o t i c a l l ~
Gaussian, and using this observation he conjecin the sense that +.log(Mji(k,T)) goes top(Fji(k))
tured that the expected d u e s of these random
89 T goes to infinity. In (2.23), p(Fjj(k)) denotes
variables can be calculated approximately &om
the eigendne of &(k) whieh..has.the.mBvimum
any two of the integer moments of the random
modulus and.x and y. are the cortespondhg rigM
variables P j ( 0 ~ )and P j ( O ~ ) ,for finite T. In
and left: eigenvectora of Fji(k). such that sly; = 1.
[I], an algorithm to calculate these integer moUnder the asnmption that the pamameter matriments and some examples which support the conces of the HMMs Xi and Xj are positive the matri,ecture are given. Note that if his conjecture is
Cj;(k) and H-i(k) are positive matriees,.hence
ces
true, then the e n t m p ~&-(Xi), and the relative
the
matnk-$i(kj is also positive. Thus the eigenentropy, HT(X~I Xi), for finite time can be calcuvalue
p(Pi(k)) and the entries of the eigenveclated approximately from (2.8) and (2.9). Then
tors
r
and y are positive and real by the Perronthe XZ number between WdMs can be calculated
h
b
e
n
i
u s Theorem [Qj.
using the ssymptotic analysis of Streit's algorithm
to calculate the integer moments of the random
Streit conjectured in [I]that the random varivariables &(OT) and P j ( O ~ )as given in 161.
able log(Pj(OT)) is approximately Gaussian for
finite time and hence the integer moments of
In [6], the algorithm to calculate the integer m i
Pj(O=) can be used to calculate the expected value
ments M.;(k,T) of the random variable Pj(OT)
..
of
the random variable log(Pj(0~))as
given im 111, is reformulated in a matrix algebra
framework as
HT(Xj 1 Xi). =' Ei {~og(pj(oT)
j)
1
% 210g(Mji(l,T)) - 21~g(Mji(2,T)).

(2.24)
where fl is equal to N~N! and y. is computed
from the recursive algorithm

Then from (2.23) and (2.24)) it follows that
3(AjIXi)

=

II~T(X~IX~)

lii

T

T-

where Fji(k) is a I?x I? dimensional square matrix
given by

+
The matrix Cjj(k) is a diagonal matrix of the same
dimension as-Fji(k) and its diagonal entries are
given by l?(ri,rj, ,...,rj,), where ri = 1,. .,Ni
and rj,, = 1,...,Nj for v = I,. . ,k in lexicographic order. l?(ri,rk,. ..,rib) is deiined as

.

The matrix Aji(k) is defined by

.

= log

constant)

(

~(qi(1))'

).

(2.25)

,I'm

The entropy rate of the HMM Xi can be calculated
similarly and.the asymptotic KL number betweenthe HMMs X i and X j can be found as

(2.20)
\

-

(2.26)

using Streit's conjecture.
where @, denotes the Kronecker product between
matrices and A [ ~denotes
]
the k-fold Kronecker
Product of the matrix A by itself. The algorithm
(2.18) is initialized by

The validity of this derivation of the asymptotic
KL number between HMMs depends on the correctness of Streit's conjecture. However this eonjecture is a specid case of a conjecture which has a
Central Limit Theorem flavour. However the authors are aware of no Central Limit Theorem style
of results for discrete time HMMs which have a
finite number of states and outputs. Hence the

validity of this conjecture can be understood better by specializing it to Bernoulli processes where
there are sufficient tools to analyse this conjecture.

To understand why the conjedure is wrong, m
should lookmore closely at the Central L i t T h a
orem (CLT) for Bernoulli p r o c e s s e s ; ~is d o 4
in the next section.

3 The analysis of Streit's conjecture using

4 Modification of Streit's conjecture

BernouIIi processes

.

..

.

..

Bernoulli processes are a speck-class of HMMs
where the state set and the output set are the same
and the state transitions do not depend on the
previous state. This means that all columns of
the matrix A are identical, and the matrix 3 is
the identity matrix
Given two Bernoulli processes
Aj =
where

= (Id')) and

,

Although Streit's conjecture seems reasonable, it
yields the wmng answer for the calculation of
number for Bernoulli processes. The CLT f6~
Bernoulli processes [lo] says that

a

the integer moments of P j ( O ~ with
)
respect to the
probability measure Pi, are given by

(4.1)
where a is a normal random variable with mean
and variance U ~ / such
T that p and u2 are independent of T. Here 5 means convergence in
law, i.e. if ZT 5 z, then the distribution of y.
converges to the distribution of z asymptotically.
In other words, (4.1) can be interpreted as saying
log ( P ~ ( o T ) ~ is
~ )approximately Gaussian. On
the 'other hand: Streit's conjecture was

Then wing (2.14) and (2.24), the relative entropy
of the Bernoulli process Xj derived using Streit's
conjecture H ( X ~I Xi) can be found as

where y is a. Gaussian random *able
whose
mean is p T snd variance b2T such that g and
a are independent of T. The problem with this
interpretation of the CLT is that since the mean
of y diverges asymptotically, its mean cannot be
calculated using the integer moments of Pj(OT).

= { O ( ~ ) T ~

np

= pj(o(t)= T)

Xi

N, .Vt,
T = I,. ..,N, vt,
1

(3.1)

(3.4)
which is equivalent to (2.26) for Bernoulli processes. If Streit's conjecture were correct, then the
direct caldation ofthe KL number for Bernoulli
processes (which is possible),would have to yield
a result equal to that obtained via the indirect
calculation of the KL number using Streit's conjectuse given in (3.4). However if the relative entropy is calculated directly from the definition for
Bernoulli processes w

then a dierent expression for the relative entropy
is obtained. Thus this shows that Streit's conjecture is not correct. Hence the formula to calculate
the KL number between HMMs in (2.26) is wrong.

A natural question which arises in the light of
these facts, is whether it is possible to calculate
the KL number using the moments of P ; ( o T ) ' ~
and pj(oT)lfT. The answer is "Yesn. The integer
moments of the random variable [pj(0~)YITwith
respect to q can be found as

By virtue of the near log-normality of [Pj(O~)]lIT
for h i t e but large T, it follows that the mean. of
~ o ~ ( P ~ ( o ~can
) ~be
I ~calculated
)
approximately
as;

the difference between (3.4) and the exact relative
entropy in (3.5) depends on the parameters of the
Bernoulli processes.

Ei {log ( ~ ( o T ) ~ ' ~ ) )

6 Conclusion
sz Tlog

where the error goes to zero as T goes to infinity.
It can be shown nsing L'Hopital's rule that the
"ght hand side of (4.4) converges to the relative
entropy rate of the Bernoulli process X j as

( RHS of (4.4) )

N

T+

H(Xj [ Xi) =

I$) log (I@))
r=I

(4.5)
Hence the KL number between Bernoulli processes
can be calculated from the integer moments of
P~(OT)'/~and P~(oT)'/~, but not from the integer moments of P i ( 0 ~ )and Pj(OT). Unfortunately, to extend this r e d t for HMMs is computationally very difiicult since the determination of
a recursive formula to ealcnlate the integer mcments of P i ( 0 ~ ) ' p and
does hot seem
possible.

In this section, we. laill consider some Bernoulli
processes to show the difference the between the
relative entropy rate calculations using Streit's
conjecture, the modified conjecture and the exact calculation. For Bernoulli processes, the Streit
conjecture gives the approximate expression in
(3.4) whereas the modified conjecture gives the
approximate expression in (4.4) and the exact
calculation of the relative entropy is (3.5). For
= [0.3,0.4,0.3] and
the Bernoulli processes
II(~)= [O.?, 0.1,0.2], these expressions become
(3'4) =
(3.5) = -1.51087

(4.4) =

{

-1.51299,
-1.51088,

T =5
T = 100

(5.1)
For the Bernoulli processes II(') = [0.3,0.6,0.1]
and lI(j) = [0.7,0.1,0.2], they become

.

,

?.2j

As already remarked, the right hand side of 4.4
is asymptotically equal to ( 3 4 , so that for a large

T,(4.4) isvery close to (3.5) On the other hand,

.

A simple way of calcnlatiig the Kdbsdc-Leibler
number between Hidden Markov Models using
Central Limit Theorem type ofresults has beat investigated. The motivation was a conjecture made
in [I]which allows the calculation of the KL number using the integer moments of the output sequence probabilities of H W . Homver by spe&Iizi..1gthe conjecture it has been shown that the
conjecture must be modiiied in order to calculate
the KL number between Bernoulli processes. Unfortunately, using the new eonjectnre the calculation of the KL number between HMMs appears to
be computationally very difficult.
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